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ABSTRACT. The extensive theory for magnetohydrodynamic instability 
of a flux tube is briefly reviewed, together with its application to 
tokamaks and solar flares. In a star a single coronal loop whose foot
prints are anchored in the dense photosphere may become unstable to the 
kink instability when it is twisted too much. Magnetic arcades may also 
be subject to an eruptive instability when they are sheared too much. 
After the eruption the magnetic field closes back down by reconnection 
and continues to heat the plasma long after the impulsive phase. Global 
instability of a large part of the coronal magnetic field is also pos
sible when the stored energy is too great, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

My aim in this review is to tell you some of the interesting les
sons we have learnt from studying magnetic instabilities in tokamaks and 
solar flares. Hopefully, some of them may also be relevant to stellar 
flares. Twenty years ago it was recognised that typical magnetic struc
tures on the Sun (with size 100,000 km and magnetic field a few hundred 
Gauss) contain enough energy (3 x 10 J) to provide a flare. The main 
problem for theorists was to explain how to release the energy fast 
enough (over 10 sec). The time-scale for such release by ohmic dissip
ation is the diffusion time 

id = £
2/n , (1,1) 

where n is the magnetic diffusivity. With a typical length-scale (•£) 
of 10,000 km this gives times that are much too long (10 sec), and so it 
was realised that a current sheet is needed with a width of only 1 km or 
less. This led to the development of theories for fast magnetic recon-
ection at such sheets. Today we know much more about the solar flare, 
especially since the spectacular observations from Skylab and the Solar 
Maximum Mission. There are now many more constraints on the imagination 
of theorists, and the emphasis has shifted to trying to explain the basic 
magnetic instability that produces a flare. The observations have been 
reviewed in the books by Svestka (197B) and Sturrock (198D), while sum
maries of the theories can be found in, for example, Priest (1981,1962) 
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or Spicer and Brown (1981) 

A typical large solar flare has three stages to its development. 
During the preflare phase (for 5 hr] one sees a slow rise of a large 
magnetic flux tube (a filament or prominence], together with a soft X-ray 
brightening, At the rise phase (lasting for 5 mins - 1 hr] the flux tube 
suddenly erupts much more rapidly. There is a steep rise in Ha emission 
from the chromosphere and in soft X-rays from the overlying corona, some
times accompanied by a hard X-ray burst. The Ha comes from two ribbons. 
During the main phase energy continues to be released, but the intensity 
declines slowly over an hour or a day. At the same time the Ha ribbons 
separate and are joined by a rising arcade of hot loops up to 100,000 Km 
high. The rise speed of the loops is at least 20 Kms early in the 
event and only 0.5 Kms later on. Their density and temperature are 
typically 10 m" and 2 x 10 K at first, falling to ID1 m and 5 x ID K 
after a few hours. In regions where the magnetic field is weaK (10G) a 
flare near a quiescent filament tends to be slow, long-lived and thermal, 
often with no Ha emission at all. When the field is strong (50'0G) and 
complex near a plage (or active-region] filament the flare is violent, 
fast and non-thermal. 

2. BASIC MHD INSTABILITIES OF A FLUX TUBE 

2.1. Ideal Modes, 

The theory of magnetic instabilities is now highly developed and has 
been clearly summarised by Bateman (1978] and Wesson (1978,1981], whom I 
shall follow here. The ideal modes grow fastest and have the magnetic 
field frozen to the plasma, whereas the resistive modes have lower thres
holds for instability and allow the magnetic field to slip through the 
plasma in a narrow layer around a so-called resonant surface. 

Figure 1, Notation for a curved flux tube. 

Consider a magnetic flux tube of major radius R and minor radius a 
(both constant] with field components B (r) (poloidal] and B,(r](toroidal] 

P § 
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that depend on the distance (r) from the magnetic axis. Several useful 
quantities may be defined as follows. The plasma beta 6 = 2yp/B2 is the 
ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, and g„ = 2yp/B-p2 is the correspon
ding ratio with the poloidal magnetic pressure. For a semicircular flux 
tube the amount by which a field line is twisted about the axis in, going 
from one end of the tube to the other is $(r) = TTR B»/(rB ), A related 
quantity is the safety factor q(r) = r B ,/CR B ) = TT/$, which for a 
whole torus is the ratio of the wavelength of § field line to the major 
circumference (2ITR) or, in other words, the number of turns that a field 
line makes around the major axis during one turn around the minor axis. 
Thus q = 1 would mean the field line twists once around the minor axis 
of a torus, whereas q = 2 would mean it undergoes half a twist. The 
inverse aspect ratio e = a/R will be assumed much smaller than unity with 
q ^ 1 and 8 ̂  e2 (i.e.6 % 1). The shear is d/dr(q ) and is a measure 
of the way the twist varies with radius. The electric current density 
along the flux tube is j,(r) ^ r 3/3r(rBp), which takes the value 
2B /(Rq) on the axis (r - 0]. We shall consider a typical flux tube in 
which B increases with r from the axis while B is roughly constant, 
j, decreases from a maximum and q increases from a minimum. As the tube 
is twisted up more, so j increases and q falls in value. 

A J- n J- L. 4. • ?- 4-- T x. i(m8-n<j>) 
A radial perturbation £ proportional to e produces a shape 

like a single helix if m = 1 or a double helix if m = 2. The radius 
[r J where q(r) = m/n is called a resonant surface, and is such that the 
orientation of the perturbation matches that of the field so that the 
crests and troughs of the helix follow the field lines. 

To second order in e there are no toroidal effects and the change 
in potential energy produced by the perturbation (assuming a vacuum out
side the tube] is 

2 
'n 1N 

-~~ < i r—<^~ \ + i rrT- - \ \ h ^- i 

*2B 2 

6W„ 
» ' 

r dr+S (2.1) 

6WV IT2R B2+BQ(l-nq/m] dr 
r dr (2.2) 

where 

1 N\ n i^n - +(l+m) -
qj \m 

Y 
J 

a2?2 

a 

Here 5 is the surface perturbation and B = V x (£ x B ) is the magnetic 
a _ -^1 ^ . ̂ J ^o 

field perturbation, 
it is stable. 

When 6W<0 the equilibrium is unstable and otherwise 

Kink modes are driven by the current gradient and are surface modes 
in the sense that they distort the surface of the tube. They are the 
instabilities that arise at second order in e and are potentially the 
strongest. It can be seen from (2,1) that they need q < m/n, so that 
the resonant surface is outside the tube. Also, the second term in (2.2) 
shows that it is the torque arising from the current gradient dj<f>/dr 
that drives the instability and that the destabilising region is inside 
the resonant surface (i.e,q(r) < m/n). Wesson (1978) has considered the 
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mode numbers ( m ) 
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Figure 2. Kink instability diagram (Wesson, 1978), 

current profile j = j (l-r2/a2) for which the total current is 
I = ira2j /(v+1) and the ratio of the q-values at the edge and axis of 
the tube is q /q = v + 1, Figure 2 shows that when there is no shear 
(q = q } the tube is always Kink unstable. At some value of v between 
1 and 2,5 (depending on q ) so that the current is sufficiently peaked, 
the mode becomes stabilized by shear. Howewer, when q < 1 (the Kruskal-
Shafranov boundary] the mode is always unstable. The effect of a poten
tial or force-free plasma surrounding the tube is to provide some extra 
stability. 

Internal (interchange) modes are driven by a -pressure gradient and 
do not require a surface perturbation (i.e.? = 0), A resonant surface 
now lies inside the tube and the potential energy is of fourth order in 
e with growth-rates smaller than those of the kinks by a factor s. The 
modes with m > 1 are localized around r (i.e.? = 0 except near q=m/n) 
so that 6VI R£). In a cylindrical plasma they are unstable if 

'/(euHq'/q)2 < 0 (Suydam's criterion) 

The first term is destabilizing when p'< 0 and the second term represents 
the stabilizing effect of shear. In a torus the curvature provides 
extra stability by multiplying p' by (1-q2) (Nercier's criterion), so 
that a negative pressure gradient is only destabilizing when q <1. Thus 
the internal modes occur below a diagonal line q = 1 in Figure 1. For 
sufficiently high 3 these modes halloon (i.e. have a large variation along 
B) on the outer surface of a curved tube where the curvature is 
unfavourable. 

2.2.Resistive modes. 

The inclusion of resistivity removes a constraint by allowing field-
lines to break and rejoin in narrow layers around the resonant surfaces. 
The growth-times for the resulting instabilities lie between the dif
fusion time (T = a2/n) and the Alfv^n time (T, a / v ) , where x >>T„, 

A d A 
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The resistive form of the Kink mode is called a (surface ) tearing 
mode. It is driven by the current gradient but now occurs when q >m 
so that the resonant surface lies inside the tube. The Euler-Lagrange 
equation for (2.1) when n = 0 is 

d. ( d 

dr\̂  dr 
r-7 (r B J - mzB 

rl 

dj ,/dr 

rl 
0 (2.3) 

where B 
rl. 

iB (m-nqK/r. 

(B /mr2!(m-nq) rl 
P 

This is also the equilibrium equation 
V x (i x"B) = p 'since the smallness of the growth-rate makes inertia 
negligible. The solutions to (2.3) starting at the axis and at infinity 
become singular at r 
the resistive layer, 

= r , and so they need to be matched with those in 
The result is that the mode is unstable when 

A' 
rl 

dB .-.r +e 
rl s 

dr J Jr -e 
s 

0, (2.4) 

and the growth-time behaves like x 35 
d. 

twisting up a flux tube is to move to 
the threshold first for tearing (q 

* . For m = 2 the effect of 
the right in Figure 3 and so cross 
2) and then, as the resonant surface 

crosses r = a, for kinking (q = 2J. (One may be tempted to equate the 
crossings of such thresholds with the onset of the preflare phase and 
rise phase of a flare, but we shall see below that tokamak phenomena are 
not so simple and require nonlinear theory for their interpretation,)The 
lower boundary in Figure 3 appears because of shear stabilization when 
q /q is large enough. A similar figure is obtained for m = 3, but 
modes with m > 3 are stabilized because of the tension term (-m2B n) in 
(2.3), rl' 

1 

*lo 
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3 

4 
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Figure 3, Instability of m = 2 mode (Wesson, 1978). 

The resistive interchange (or resistive g) modes are the resistive 
form of the internal modes with m > 1 and have growth times of order 
t , • T •' . The effect of increasing the shear is to localize the modes 
and reduce their growth-rate. They are unstable if 

(-P')q 
2R. 
B 

2 2 
-2— C-p' )dr> < 0 
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and so under normal conditions (p'<0, qf>0] they require q <1.Increasing 
3 provides more stability by changing the solution in the resistive 
layer and modifying the instability criterion to A' > A' , where A^ 
increases with 3. The threshold for stability of m = 2 is moved to the 
right from q = 2 in Figure 3 and the mode is completely stabilized when 
A > BD (A > °10 for m = 3 ] , where A = g5!6 e 2 (t A J1!3, However, 
resistive ballooning modes appear. The m * 1 internal resistive kink 
mode becomes unstable when q_ < 1. As the twist is increased so the 
flux tube becomes tearing mode unstable first with iw ^ n3'5; then it 
passes through a region where iu/̂ n1' and finally it becomes unstable to 
the ideal mode. The importance of other resistive effects in enhancing 
the dissipation in flares has been debated by Spicer(1977) and Van Hov-
Bn(19 8]J. 

3. APPLICATION TO TOKAMAKS. 

A standard tokamak is a torus with q ^ 1, e << 1 and g ̂  e2 so that 
a << R, B << B and p ^ Bp2/(2y), The aim is to confine plasma at 
T -v 15keVP(108Kt, n ^102 0 m"3, B ^ 20-100 kG, 0 ̂  5% for a time rvlsec. 
At present the values reached are @ ̂  2% and T ̂  O.lsec. In contrast, 
a reversed field pinch has By ^ B with a higher g(10%) but (so far] a 
lower confinement time (10~2,secj, Three phenomena appear to be pro
duced by MHD instabilities in tokamaks as follows, 

Mirnov oscillations show up with magnetic pickups as a small 
regular vibration at several values of m > 1, They are due to resistive 
modes near the q = m surfaces that have saturated nonlinearly to a 
steady state containing islands. Finite Larmor radius effects cause the 
steady helical structure to rotate around the torus. 

Sawtooth oscillations with a period of a few millisecs appear in 
the soft X-ray emission from the core of the plasma. They ore relaxation 
oscillations due to nonlinear effects of the internal resistive m = 1 
mode (Figure 43. The ohmic heating (aE2J driven by the applied electric 
field (EJ slowly concentrates the current towards the axis,because the 
heating raises the temperature, the conductivity (<i^T32) and therefore 
the current (j "" aEJ. When q falls below 1 the m = 1 resistive mode 
occurs rapidly and creates a magnetic island with q > 1. This grows by 
reconnection and eventually displaces the old island creating a new 
stable state. The true B does not reverse sign, but Figure 4 refers 
to the magnetic field you would see looking at angle such that the line-
of-sight field vanishes at the radius where q = 1, 

Disruptive instability is the most dramatic event in tokamaks. 
When the current is so large that q falls below about 2,5 the m = 2 
oscillations grow rapidly over a few millisec, hard X-rays are emitted, 
and the soft X-ray emission falls,followed by a rapid collapse of the 
current. The explanation is rather controversial (like that of flares!]-
One possibility is the nonlinear destabilization of the m = 3, n = 2 mode 
by the m = 2 mode (Waddell et al, 1979), producing many magnetic islands 
with ergodic fields and a rapid escape of heat from the core. Alternativ
ely, it may be due to a magnetic catastrophe. Osually, the tearing mode 
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Fig. 4, Model for sawtooth oscillations (Wesson, I960], 

is self-stabilizing with a saturated state that reduces the current 
gradient (j ' ) , but if the current is too large Sykes and Wesson(1981) 
and Wesson et al(1982) have demonstrated that the saturated equilibrium 
no longer exists. The current profile j.Cr) is modified by the m = 1 
and m = 2 modes, whose islands flatten it near the resonant surfaces at 
q(rJ = 1 and q(r] = 2. The widths (w) of the islands are determined by 
A'(w) = 0, with A' given by (2.4), B given by (2.3) and j ' in (2.3) 
modified by the presence of the islands. As the current grows so the 
island widths grow until, at some critical width, A'(u)= D no longer has 
a solution. 

Lessons that may be learnt for astrophysics from tokamak studies 
include the following. The details of the magnetic structure (B /r) 
and j (r) are important for determining the relevant instability. The 
resistive modes occur at lower thresholds than the ideal ones, but they 
are not necessarily destructive since they may instead produce gentle 
oscillations (Mirnov or sawtooth). It is crucial to study the nonlinear 
development of any instability to see whether it saturates (sawtooth) 
or grows explosively (disruptions). 

4. SOLAR FLARES. 

4.1. Loop configuration. 

The ideal kink instability of a force-free loop has been studied by 
several authors (Raadu, 1972 ; Hood and Priest, 1979 ; Van Hoven etal, 
1981 ; Einaudi and Van Hoven, 1981) using different forms for £ and 
different equilibrium fields. We saw in §2.1 that a tube of uniform 
twist is always unstable, but in the Sun there is a most important extra 
stabilizing influence, namely line-tying, since the feet of the loop are 
anchored in the dense photosphere. Such a line-tied perturbation takes 
the form 
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k u B £ / B , 
oz o o 

3 QC /B )e 
06 o o 

i(<t>+wt) 

i n a c y l i n d r i c a l geometry such t h a t E.B = 0. The equat ion of motion i s 

p0
3V3t2 x B i x B, 

"Ao ^ 1 
i, = V x (£ x B ], subiect to the conditions that 
j 1 % 'Z ^ O 

and at the ends (z = ±LJ of the loop. This gives a 

T-1 " ^o 
where i = V x B/y and J 
£ vanish as r ->-
pair of partial differential equations for £ (r,z) and £ (r,z), whose 
numerical solution (Hood and Priest, 1981) gives stability when the 
tube is slightly twisted and instability when the twist (O)exceeds 
2.5iT(i.e.q < 0,4). The effect of pressure gradients and line-tying has 
been included by Hood and Priest (1979) and Hood, Priest and Einaudi 
(1982), who obtain analytical, line-tied solutions for a magnetohydro-
static loop with a sharp boundary. They find that stretching or twisting 
it eventually makes it unstable. 

Top-view 

— 

Figure 5. Kinking of a flux tube (Sakurai,197B). 

In future, it is important to study several other effects due to the 
resistive modes, shear stabilization and the curvature and non-uniform 
cross-section of a loop. A start has been made on following the non
linear development by Sakurai (1976), He considers an infinitely long 
cylinder of uniform current or a force-free field and simulates line-
tying roughly by requiring that the axial wavenumber (k) be ir/L. His 
numerical solutions (Figure 5) show how the flux tube rises and twists 
up. Tubes with a weak twist develop strong helical kinks and rise less 
than those with strong twist because of the stabilizing tension force 
from the axial field. 

4.2. Magnetic Arcades. 

A coronal magnetic field evolves passively through a series of 
(largely) force-free equilibria and stores more and more energy in 
response to the motions of its photospheric footpoints until it becomes 
unstable. This point of instability may be found by seeking multiple 
equilibrium solutions to the same photospheric boundary conditions on 
the plane y = 0 (Low,1977 ; Birn etui, 1978; Priest and Milne, 1980). 
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For a magnetic field of the form 

B = (3A/3y, -3A/3x, B (A)) 
^ z 

the force-free field equation (i x B 

(4.1] 

# 
reduces to 

V2A = - B 
z 
dB /dA 

z 
x-axis in 

Good 
rather 

where the horizontal displacement of the footpoints from the 
the z-direction is d(x) = B fdx/B and Bv(x,0) is prescribed z x * 
progress has been made so far, but mainly with the case when B 
than the footpoint displacement (d) is prescribed. In particular, 
Heyvaerts et al (1980) have discovered at least three solutions and 
therefore the possibility of jumping violently from one to another. 

Magnetic stability of arcade equilibria has been tested directly by 
Van Tend and Kuperus (1978), Hood and Priest (1980) and Birn and 
Schindler (1981). Hood and Priest included line-tying but were unable 
to find a perturbation that destabilizes a simple arcade with a field 
of the form (4.1) and no magnetic island above the photosphere. This 
led them to consider arcade fields with the axis (an 0-type neutral 
puint in the x-y plane) a distance d above the photosphere (y=D) and the 
field lines twisted about this axis by an amount $ as they ascend from 
the photosphere and return to it again. Such arcades are stable when d 
and $ are small but become unstable when $ or d exceed critical values. 
Thus, the eruption of an arcade may be due to a spontaneous MHD instabi
lity when $ or d are too big or due to a resistive instability below the 
filament when d is too large. Alternatively, it may be triggered by some 
extra effect such as : emerging flux, which can push the filament up and 
tear away some of the overlying field lines or lower the tearing mode 
time by creating a small region of enhanced resistivity and initiating a 
large-scale reconnection (Heyvaerts et al, 1977) ; a thermal instability 
in the filament, which causes the plasma to expand and makes the tube 
rise until the critical d is reached; a fast magnetoacoustic wave, 
which can couple to and trigger tearing with a faster growth-rate than 
normal (Sakai and Washirni, 1982). 

Figure 6. Overall behaviour of a flare. 
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4.3. Main phase, 

The overall behaviour of a solar flare is indicated in Figure 6, 
First of all a magnetic flux tube rises slowly and stretches out the 
field lines of the overlying arcade. Then the rapid eruption is trig
gered and the field below the flux tube starts to tear. Later on 
(Figure Be in a cross-section across the arcade), the field lines that 
have been dragged open by the eruption continue to close down and re
connect at the neutral point N. This rises and trails behind it a pair 
of slow MHD shock waves, which heat the plasma and create hot loops 
(Cargill and Priest,1982). This prucess of line-tied reconnection has 
been simulated numerically by Forbes and Priest (1982) with typically 

3 = 0,1 and T ,/T = 103. They find that the field lines that are being 
d A 

stretched out by the erupting flux tube tear first near the base. In 
the nonlinear phase the flows build up to a large fraction of the Alfven 
speed and a quasi-steady state of Petschek-like reconnection develops 
with the X-type neutral puint (N) rising and a region of closed loops 
being created below N. Above N a plasmoid is ejected and the sheet 
thins. Eventually, it tears again creating a pair of 0 and X neutral 
points (Figure 7). Reconnection at the upper X dominates and the D is 
rapidly shot down to coalesce with the lower X. This process can 
repeat and may be an efficient means of accelerating particles. 

C£> < t>1 C£> (J.) CC) 

Figure 7. Creation and annihilation of neutral point 
pairs during the main phase of a flare (Forbes 
a Priest, 1982). 

5.STELLAR FLARES. 

Stellar flares may be caused by similar instabilities to the ones 
we have described for solar flares. The energy of a flare should scale 
like W = L3B2/(2u) in terms of the local magnetic field (B) and the size 
(L) of the magnetic region, while the1time-scale for energy release is 
just T & L/C0.D1V ),where V = B/(yp)5, and the pressure is p ^B2/(2u), 
although on the Sun itself this scaling is only rough, since one has a 
wide range in W, x and p. On a star one may find instability when the 
plasma pressure builds up so much that it cannot be contained by the 
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magnetic field, or when the density builds up so much that it cannot be 
supported against gravity by a sheared field (Rayleigh-Taylor instability], 
Again, if a giant flux tube erupts by magnetic buoyancy in a violent 
manner it may produce the giant equivalent of the tiny X-ray bright 
points seen on the Sun, 

A solar flare is caused by the magnetic instability and subsequent 
reconnection of a local magnetic region. But stellar flares may instead 
arise when global magnetic equilibrium breaks down. Several solutions 
have been presented for the global magnetic field in the corona of a star, 
Consider an axisymmetric field 

32A 

sY2" + 
s i n e 3 ( 1 

r 2 3eVs in6 
8 A' 

~3G~ 

? = 7sTnT V730' " "3? ' y A } y 
with pressure p = p (A] exp - f GM/(RTr2)dr. Then the force balance 

o „ ' r 
-2^ o 

equation [J x B - Vp - pGMr r = 0) reduces to the basic equation 

dB 

A-^t +4Trr
2sin2e4x = •• (5.1) $ dA 3A 

Analytical solutions have been discovered by Uchida and Low (1981)with 
B = 0 and p = Q(r)A, so that(5.1) reduces to a linear equation with 
solutions of the form A = r2u(r)sin26. In particular, they discuss 
fields that are dipolar at the surface and uniform at large distances, 
and they consider the effect of different mass loadings. 

When the pressure gradient and gravitational forces are negligible, 
(5,1] describes a force-free field, Raadu (1972] started with a quad-
rupole field and calculated the effect of increasing B due to different
ial rotation of the footpoints. He found that the poloidal field lines 
expand outwards to provide an extra magnetic tension to contain the 
magnetic pressure of B , The magnetic energy increases by 25% in one 
rotation. Later, Milsbm and Wright (1976] considered a particular form 
of B (A) such that B dB /dA = aA , with n = 4 for instance. They 
matched numerically % dlpole surface field to a dipolar field at infinity 
of the form A = A r sin29, which is only possible when n > 3. As a 
increases so the toroidal field (BJ increases and the field distorts until, 
at a critical value of a M 0,8, A becomes infinite, so that the field can-

oo 

not be contained any longer and blows open. A similar feature should be 
present if the coronal pressure increases too much due to, for instance,too 
much heating. A similar effect has been demonstrated analytically by Brown
ing and Priest (1973) by putting B,=B A and A=A (r)sin26Lso that 15.1) red-

, T
 J ^ ^ <|> o o r 

U C S S t o d2A /dr2 - (B2 - 2r"2)A = D , 
O 0 0 

with solution 

A = C /(Ar) cosQr + C„) + Cnsin(Ar + C„). o 1 2 1 2 
She supposes that a stellar wind makes the field radial at some radius 
s and imposes a dipole field at the surface. Starting with a potential 
field, the effect of differential rotation in twisting up the field is 
considered by increasing A. The field lines expand up to a maximum A 
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of 1,4 s , above which a physically reasonable field no longer exists, 
since field lines detached from the star appear near the equator which 
would be pulled out by the stellar wind. The same effect is present with 
a quadrupolar field or an increasing pressure [p = p A), 

B. CONCLUSION. 

Depending en the detailed magnetic structure, there is a rich 
variety of ways in which a magnetic field can go unstable due to either 
an ideal or a resistive mode. It is essential to study the nonlinear 
development of such instabilities : they need not always be fatal since 
they may easily be saturated and reach new equilibria rather than growing 
explosively. We have learnt much about solar flares from the wonderful 
observations of Skylab and SMM - what riches would be in store for us if 
we could view their stellar counterpart with as much clarity. Solar 
flares are due to an eruptive instability of a loop or arcade and the 
subsequent reconnection process as the magnetic field closes back down. 
Stellar flares may be due to a similar process or due to a lack of 
global equilibrium. However, there is a need to study such equilibria 
and their stability in much more detail. 
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DISCUSSION 

Nordlund: I will concentrate my question on your description of two-

ribbon flares. I think it is fairly well established that the velocities 

we see when the loops rise are to a large extent apparent because succes

sive loops brighten rather than a single loop brithtening. A second 

point with regard to the instabilities you talked about, in the loop case 

we have found that the resistive instabilities came before the ideal ones. 

So don't you suspect that would be also the case in the arcade case? 

You just treated the ideal case. 

Priest: I will take the first point first. Certainly it is believed that 

the rise of the loops as observed does not represent a bodily rise of the 

plasma. Rather it represents the fact that the neutral point at which 

reconnection takes place is rising. So, as the magnitude field closes 

back down, you are forming new loops one on top of the other. With regard 

to the second point, I believe that we are only beginning to take account 

of the experience of the laboratory plasma physicists and, as a result, 

so far people have only taken the ideal instabilities into account in 

giving rise to two-ribbon flares. As I mentioned I think we certainly 

must put the effects of resistivity into these calculations. That is by 

no means a trivial matter however and as I have pointed out, resistive 

modes do not always give rise to explosive behaviour. They just give rise 

to rather mild oscillations instead. 
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Stencel: A question concerning your numerical simulation of reconnection 

with Forbes. Have you considered the amount of mass ejected upward as a 

function of magnetic intensity? 

Priest: No, we have not. These simulations have only been carried out 

fairly recently and we have not got as far as that. But it is something 

well worth doing. 

Uchida: The numerical calculation which you made forming a magnetic 

island is very interesting. Sato and Hayshi have also shown numerically 

that forced reconnection is very efficient. In your calculation is mass 

sucked out of the region or is it pressed into the region? This is a 

boundary condition problem. 

Priest: The Sato and Karyshi calculation does not start with equilibrium. 

Rather they impose a flow from the sides and then investigate the struc

ture of the reconnection. Our simulation, which numerically is very 

similar to theirs, starts out with an equilibrium and then follows the 

development of the tearing mode into its non-linear phase. The important 

effect which we put in is the effect of line-tying on the base and this 

we regard as the most important aspect of our work. 
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